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Footwear is one of the most dynamic and suc-
cessful industrial sectors in Portugal. Almost all
the production is exported around the world.
New efficient and automated assembly lines are
being designed and installed, replacing mass as-
sembly lines, to address the need to produce var-
ious models (always changing) at the same time
Modeling these lines is quite challenging. Criti-
cal issues are the wide variety and small quanti-
ties of models, graph sequencing of tasks, lim-
ited deadlines, multi-functional operators, dif-
ferent types of machines and specific buffers.
This work focuses on balancing a mixed-model
stitching line in a real company. Optimiza-
tion models will be presented, taking into ac-
count objectives such as the number of worksta-
tions and the workload smoothness of operators.
Solution methods based on exact and heuris-
tics methods will be described, together with an
analysis of the computational results.
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In this talk, we discuss a scheduling problem
that originated at TAP - Maintenance & Engi-
neering - the maintenance, repair and overhaul
organization of Portugal’s leading airline. In the
repair process of aircrafts’ engines, the opera-
tions to be scheduled may be executed on a
certain workstation by any processor of a given
set, and the objective is to minimize the total
weighted tardiness. A mixed integer linear pro-
gramming formulation, based on the flexible job
shop scheduling, is presented here, along with
computational experiment on a real instance,
provided by TAP-ME, from a regular working
week. The model was also tested using bench-
marking instances available in literature.
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In this work we investigate a project scheduling
problem in which several skills are required for
executing the activities. A pull of resources mas-
tering these skills is assumed to exist. Each re-
source can contribute with at most one skill for
the execution of an activity. In turn, each ac-
tivity may require more than one resource for
each skill. Costs are associated with resource
usage and are to be minimized. The ‘natural’
mathematical programming model contains a
non-linear objective function which, nonethe-
less, can be linearized at the expense of one ad-
ditional set of continuous variables. The lin-
earized model is enhanced using several sets of
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